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Given the graph of a 3-dimensional convex polytope, a circuit can be found through 
any specified set of five vertices. An example is given showing that this bound is sharp. 
The analogous question for paths is briefly studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a graph 9, and a set of selected nodes X, ,..., X,, , how large can 
II be if we are to guarantee that a circuit passes through all of the X,? 
This question has been answered for two classes of graphs in the past 
by Dirac [2, p. 711 and Watkins and Mesner [5, p. 13191, respectively. 
THEOREM 1. Zf 9 is an n-connected graph, then a circuit exists through 
any specified set of n nodes. 
THEOREM 2. Zf 9 is the edge graph of an n-dimensional convex polytope, 
then a circuit exists through any speczjied set of n + 1 nodes. 
The result quoted above is not stated in quite this form by Watkins 
and Mesner but follows from their Theorem 1 together with the fact that 
a d-polyhedral graph can be broken into at most two components by 
removing n vertices [4]. 
The bound given by the theorem is probably not sharp and I conjecture 
that it should be n + 2. An example showing that n + 2 is the best 
possible is given at the end of this introduction. 
Here we show that the bound n + 2 is attained for the edge graphs of 
3-dimensional convex polytopes, which are well known to be the planar 
3-connected graphs [3, p. 2351. 
THEOREM 3. Zf 9 is the edge graph of a 3-dimensional convexpolytope, 
then a circuit exists through any specljied set ofjve nodes. 
In Section 2 the proof of Theorem 3 is given, while Section 3 is devoted 
to analogous problems about paths. 
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I am indebted to David Barnette for suggesting the problem answered 
by Theorem 3 and to the referee for pointing out the existing references 
to Theorems 1 and 2. 
(1.1) THEOREM (Dirac). A graph is n-connected if and only if n dis- 
joint paths may be foundfrom any speciJed node V,, to any other set of n 
nodes V, ,..., V,, . 
A graph 9 is the edge graph of an n-dimensional convex polytope P if 
the nodes of 9 correspond to the vertices of P and two nodes are con- 
nected by an edge of D if and only if the corresponding vertices of P lie 
on the same edge of P. For detailed information about edge graphs see 
[3, pp. 199-2241. 
If a circuit C is given and disjoint paths are constructed from a node 
X to C; we will term these paths X-spokes. If C is a circuit with X-spokes 
incident and Y, 2 are two nodes of C, the span of Y and 2 is that path 
on C containing the fewest incident X-spokes (while there may be some 
ambiguity in this definition as stated, there will be none when the term 
is used). Spans are closed [open] if the end-points are included [not 
included]. 
Suppose a circuit is given through k chosen nodes. Two methods will 
be used to find a circuit through these nodes and an additional one. They 
are indicated schematically in Figures 1 and 2, and will be termed Type I 
FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
and Type II increases, respectively. In both figures, the given old circuit 
is indicated by a circle, the node N to be added is in the center, and some 
other existing paths are shown. The new circuit is shown with heavier 
lines. For a Type I increase, the paths from N must meet the circuit at U 
and V, say, so that no selected nodes lie on the open span between U and 
V. We also require that the open spans between S and T and between M 
and P contain no selected nodes for a Type II increase. 
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An example of an n-polyhedral graph (n 3 3) with n + 3 selected 
vertices with no circuit through all of them is the following. Let Q be a 
polytope obtained by adding a pyramidal cap over one face of an n-dimen- 
sional simplex, and let P be the Kleetope of Q (a very flat pyramid is 
added over each face of Q). Let X, ,..., X,,, be any n + 3 vertices of P 
which are not in Q. Since any path from Xi to Xj must pass through some 
vertex of Q and since Q has only n -1 2 vertices, no more than n + 2 of 
the Xi can appear on any circuit. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
The strategy of the proof is to establish the result in a number of 
special cases and then to show that at least one of these cases must occur. 
In order to describe the cases an additional term will be introduced. Two 
X-spokes terminating at Y and Z on the circuit C are said to single the 
node Won C if W is the only selected node in the open span of Y and Z. 
We also say that X singles W. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let A, B, C, D, and E be the selected nodes in the 
(planar) graph 9. By Theorem 2 a circuit C(E) exists through A, B, C, and 
D. Take three disjoint paths from E to C(E). Call the resulting subgraph 
S(E). If any open span determined by the end nodes of two spokes of E 
contains none of the other selected notes, a Type I increase is possible. 
So we may assume that each open span contains at least one of the 
selected nodes. This also implies that at most one E-spoke may end at 
one of the specified nodes. We assume from now on that no Type I 
increase is possible. 
We may suppose that E singles nodes A and B on C(E) (see Figure 3). 
Consider the subgraph of 9(E) obtained by deleting the open span of the 
circuit between the end-points of the two E-spokes adjacent to A. Now 
take three disjoint paths (spokes) from A to the circuit surrounding it in 
this subgraph to obtain the graph we designate 9(E, A). We consider two 
cases: 
Case (1). A singles E. Since we assume that no Type I increase is pos- 
sible, the most general situation is depicted in Figure 4, where the third 
A-spoke meets the bounding circuit at H, I, J, C, or K (here H denotes 
any node on the open span between B and I, etc.). We are allowing the 
possibility here that C = I. If the third A-spoke ends at H or J (or if 
Z = C and the spoke ends at K), a Type II increase is possible. The follow- 
ing subcases remain: 
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(1.1) I = C, A-spoke ends at C. Delete node D and the open spans 
(D, C) and (D, F) from 9(E, A). Then take three disjoint spokes from D 
to the remaining circuit surrounding it (see Figure 5 before the spokes 
are included). A type I increase is possible unless the spokes from D go to 
P, Q and R. But then C-+B+G-+A+E-+R+D-+P+C is a 
circuit through all five nodes. 
This now establishes the assertion if a single spoke from E meets any 
other vertex (say C). For then A must single either C or E and we may 
interchange the labels of C and E if necessary in this case. From this 
point on then, we may assume that no spoke meets a selected node on an 
existing circuit. 
(1.2) A-spoke ends at I. Delete the edges incident to B. This leads to 
essentially the same configuration as in (1. l), except that now a B-spoke 
may end at I. But even then the circuit analogous to that in (1.1) exists. 
(1.3) A-spoke ends at K. Deleting the open spans incident to C and 
rearranging the graph leads to Figure 6. By symmetry, we may suppose 
that two spokes from C single E. The reasoning above takes care of all 
cases except when the third spoke from C ends at G or K. The first case is 
straightforward. The second requires consideration of three subcases 
depending on whether the C-spoke between D and E ends at L, 44, or F. 
(The C-spoke between B and E ends at N.) 
(1.3.1) Third C-spoke ends at G. Deleting the open spans incident to 
B leads to the graph of Figure 7. Construct three spokes from B to the 
circuit surrounding it. If no Type I increase exists, the three spokes must 
gotoN,O,andP.AcircuitisthenA-+G+P-+C+N+B-+O-+ 
E-+F+D+A. 
(1.3.2) C-spokes end at N, K, and L. A circuit is A -+ F -+ E -+ G -+ 
B-+N+C-+L+D-+A. 
(1.3.3) C-spokes end at N, K, and M. A circuit is A + F -+ D + K + 
C-+M-+E+B-+A. 
(1.3.4) C-spokes end at N, K, and F. Deleting the open spans incident 
to B leads to the configuration of Figure 8. Note that in this figure there 
are two different circuits through A, C, D, and E: A -+ G -+ E --+ C - 
F-+D-+A;andA-+G-+E+C+K-+D-tF-+A.Thuseachofthe 
open spans in the circuit immediately surrounding B in Figure 8 occurs 
in some circuit. This is important because, if we construct three spokes 
from B to the graph of Figure 8, a Type I increase exists if two spokes 
end on any one of the four closed spans (A, K), (K, C), (C, E) or (A, E). 
That is, a Type I increase exists unless the three spokes from B end at one 
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of the following triples of nodes: (G, P, N), (G, P, Q), (N, P, Q), (G, N, Q), 
or (G, N, K). The first two of these cases are satisfied by the circuit 
A+K+D-+E-+C-+P-+B-+G-+A while the circuit A+Q-+ 
B + N + C --+ K + D -+ E -+ A takes care of the next two cases. The 
final case we handle separately. 
(1.3.3.1) B-spokes end at G, K, and N. Deleting the edges incident to 
D leads to Figure 9. As usual, we assume no Type 1 increase exists after 
three D-spokes are constructed to the surrounding circuit and can then 
conclude that two D-spokes end at R and S. Then a circuit is A + R + 
D+S+C-+E+G+B-+K+A. This completes the proof of 
case (1). 
Case (2). Spokes from E single A and B. Spokes from A in 3(E, A) 
single B and C. The basic configuration is illustrated in Figure 10, where 
the third A-spoke can end at H, I or J. Once again we consider subcases: 
(2.1) A-spoke ends at J. A circuit is A-tJ-+C+D-+E-+I+ 
B+G--+A. 
(2.2) A-spoke ends at H. Deleting the open spans incident to C and 
rearranging leads to Figure 11 construct three spokes from C to the circuit 
A-+H+B-+G-+E-+D-+A.ByCase(l),ifCsinglesAin5??(A,C) 
we are done-where g(A, C) may be seen to be the graph of Figure 11 
except for the edge (E, 1). If we restrict the spokes of C to the region 
surrounding it, and assume that no Type I increase exists, then one C-spoke 
must end at F and another at I. A circuit is then A + H--f B -+ E + I + 
C+F-+D-+A. 
(2.3) A-spoke ends at I. Deleting the open spans incident to C and 
rearranging again leads to Figure I1 except that I replaces the label H. 
By case (2.2) we are done. 
This concludes the proof for Case (2). The only remaining possibility 
is that no Type I increase is possible and Cases (1) and (2) never occur. 
We will show that this cannot happen. Suppose it does. Then we may 
suppose that E singles A and B in 9(E), that A singles C and D in 
3(E, A), and that C singles B and E in B(E, A, C)-which is the graph 
obtained from 3(E, A) by deleting the open spans incident to C and then 
constructing three spokes to the circuit A --f V -+ D ---f E -+ B -+ U --+ A 
in %(E, A); in particular, at least one of these spokes will cross the spoke 
(E, U). These graphs are pictured successively in Figures 3, 12 and 13, 
while the subgraph essential to the remaining proof is shown in Figure 14. 
The essential feature of this graph are the C-spokes to X and Y where X 
is on the open span (B, E) and Y is on the open span (E, D). The third 
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spoke cannot meet the 
X-t E-+ Y. Now one 
region bounded by these two spokes and the path 
or both of these spokes will cross the path E - U. 
Suppose 2 is the node nearest E on the path E -+ U which lies in one of 
these C-spokes. Then a new C-spoke C + 2 ---f E is disjoint from the other 
two C-spokes and ends at E. Thus a Type I increase is possible. This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
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3. PATHS 
Given a circuit through n specified nodes, it is easy to construct a path 
through n + I specified nodes. Simply take a path from the selected node 
X, to the circuit through the nodes X, ,..., X, and a path is easily found. 
Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 4. IJ’a graph G is n-connected, then a path exists through any 
n + 1 speczjied nodes and may begin at any given one of them. 
THEOREM 5. If S9 is the edge graph of an n-dimensional convexpolytope, 
then a path exists through any n + 2 specified nodes and may begin at any 
given one of them. 
The bound given by Theorem 4 is sharp and I conjecture that Theorem 5 
may be improved to guarantee a path through any n + 3 specified nodes. 
For edge graphs of n-dimensional convex polytopes (n > 3), the examples 
given earlier show that n + 3 is best possible. 
For edge graphs of 3-dimensional polytopes the situation is more 
interesting. The example giving a bound on circuits does not give a bound 
for paths. In fact, the following result is true: 
THEOREM 6. If 9 is the edge graph of a 3-dimensional convex polytope 
with seven or more nodes, then a path exists through any seven specl$ed 
nodes. 
The idea behind the proof is to begin with a circuit through any five 
of the nodes and to take three disjoint paths from each of the remaining 
nodes to this circuit. Unfortunately some forty cases and subcases must 
be considered, so a detailed proof is omitted. Many examples show that 
this bound is sharp. 
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